Woden [wrote]:

“The vaccines became totally useless (if they were ever effective) when the alpha variant mutated. The delta variant is dominant now, with the "Brazilian" variant sweeping through South America with a big death toll there. The BIG question is what's worse - the virus or vaccine? Probably both.”

The virus is a low grade constantly mutating bioweapon. It was made in a lab, purposefully. This "conspiracy theory" has been validated to be totally real.

The vaccine is a blank that doesn't really grant the given or claimed protection or the full immunization type of protection.

As it was created from goblins and sold like snake oil, promising the "Full and Ultimate Cure", the "key to prevention", or miracle cure when it does really nothing or at best helps only a tiny bit. We know this wasn't the case. In fact, it might even be contributing in forcing the virus to mutate.

If it worked, we wouldn't be seeing half of the people of all severe cases to literally be "vaccinated". But regardless many don't want to accept this reality. The system will not admit it's plan or a major failure.

Natural immunity according to researchers that have been shunned, produces four chains of virus information in defense of the immune system, giving great natural inoculation. The vaccine, only counters a part of the virus. The virus, being human engineered, was probably programmed for quick adaptability. This is also the case for natural viruses, but this one appears to be boosted in that regard.

Using a blank vaccine on such a virus, and just allowing it to perpetually spread, while it hits on mediocre defenses, means that everyone will get sick, vaccinated or not vaccinated. Regardless, jews will only keep pushing the "Vaccine" and sell their nonsense experimental snake oil that they pulled out of their ass within a few months.

It's a looped circle. They know this is the case and probably willfully allow this to escalate and keep escalating, by suppressing normal cures as we would need in any pandemic such as this. From the ancient times pandemics were treated with medicine and were kept under control.
In the modern world, we also discovered vaccines, but to suppress and dominate the disease, you need to give people medicine until the virus and everything else is properly and fully studied. So that it will at least work and not be dangerous.

Jews like Fauci won't admit that the vaccines are not giving the anticipated results, because they want to troll people and keep making 50 billion per turn when they are at it. Governments don't want this to end because they just love the QR code and rights strangulation business, the jewish clique sees this as an opening window towards the Great Reset.

They will therefore oppose any other cure from emerging, or medicine. Because you really can't justify QR coding people like cattle if there is medicine involved. You take it, and if it has let's say 85% of success, the virus will eventually give in.

If there were actual leaders without a nefarious objective in mind, they would also research a safe vaccine on the scientifically proper given lines of 5 years research at a minimum, and only have volunteers take it, nobody else. Then whomever wanted could take their vaccine. For the rest, the generation of medicine would probably save most people as it is.

Kikes are driving the planet to the cliffs with all this. And it's purposefully done that way so they can torment people over something that could be fixed.

Since they want to keep this going and destroy or marginalize any political or any other opposition to the "Governments" [the jews consider themselves the government and not the actual government], people who have been skeptical are used as lightning rods to be blamed for all this.

The troll level here is that high that Israel has something of 20% unvaccinated [the "herd immunity has been reached" levels], yet they still insist on blaming them. Countries that have leaders appointed by the jews, are mimicking the very same behavior.

Even if the above reached literal zero, then they would start blaming people who have taken 2 doses, over not taking a third one. In effect, whomever doesn't want to go completely on board and make themselves into a constantly injected junkie, will be attacked by the government.

Many Asiatic countries are understanding this useless nonsense and they are already adopting the above solution which is only an adaptation of common sense. Media over in the west even if a cure was found with 99.9% success rate, they would call this "horse de-wormer" or whatever else just to keep the narrative going.

None of it makes any sense nor it made any sense from the beginning. The more time goes the more apparent this reality is becoming. The situation is warped, insane and dictatorial. It has no relation to logic, common sense, or even science at this point. It's all a ritual of subjugating people.
At this point one might actually wonder on if all of this is literally purposeful to create a deadly co-vid mutation or something in the next years. The insistence on something that doesn't really inoculate people or defend them, that is clearly not providing the "soft co-vid" promised [medicine could do this] only reveals they are literally trolling humanity at this point.

People who are unaware literally had their logic busted over this. They are wondering how this all is even happening?

But how can you have common sense when you literally have people in positions that only want to enforce a "Great Reset", "Greater Israel" and all this worthless nonsense?

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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